




In a recent book Archaeologies of the Future. Freer' : - =--=-3 : - 2 preoccupied 

by an old query. What if we were to evaluate the imag1:- a: .::- ::: .... alities of 

science fiction by its ability to picture utopian art works? 0:-: :~ again then, we 

find a turn to aesthetics linked to resolutions of the future. s ~: Jameson 

maintains that the imagining of utopian projects has always been a political 

imperative, the proven best way of formulating what he calls .. radical 

alternatives" to unsatisfactory present-day realities. And wouldn't v:e in any 

case expect art to have a role in utopias, in their planning and flourishing? 

After all, hasn't the best historical art worked for a better future either through 

a critique of the present or by providing an image of that future? Stapledon 

envisages these arachnid/nautilus communities designing planets that are like 

sculptures. Exquisitely formed organic architecture, these planets are certainly 

an imagined utopian artwork. Their telepathic communication, an art-like 

pleasure in its own right, is regarded by these communities as their highest 

achievement. Over millions of troubled years this skill at communication has 

finally secured their harmony and is eventually the means by which the 

arachnid/nautilus creatures save other entities from destroying each other. 

Stapledon wrote as an English communist alarmed by the rise of fascism. 

Thirty years on, Lem's art reveals the disenchantment of someone growing up 

in communist Poland with proscriptive conditions for cultural production. The 

planet Solaris is replicating people in whose deaths the astronauts feel 

implicated. The planet is responding to their feelings of guilt. Viewed 

allegorically, Lem's planet might be any supposedly benevolent administration 

whose determination to commission a public art ends up answering people's 

needs with their worst nightmares. 







I'm always surprised by the persistence of printed artists ' ephemera 

throughout the studio experiments of the last 40 years. Ostensibly promoting 

marketable careers, this publicity has really enacted subterfuge strategies of 

both refusal and engagement. Looking now at two recently-closed artist 

spaces, I want to consider what printed ephemera has meant in our time. 

Running their own space in late 1990s London, BANK were known for their 

attitude and irreverence, as well as for their unpredictable shows, where all 

included work would be subjected to an unruly installation aesthetic. Of 

particular interest here though is the mass of printed ephemera that 

accompanied every BANK exhibition. Far in excess of what was required for 

regular publicity, these press releases, cards, posters, and newspapers 

sustained a deluge of communication , a rude and humorous static on the 

edge of the London artworld that, like any other, takes itself too seriously for 

its own good. Cincinnati 's Publico has just closed their space after five years 

of exhibitions which ranged across all media and included poetry and music 

performances. Accompanying each show were sets of printed ephemera. 

These could be silkscreened posters, broadsheets, t-shirts, buttons, and 

cards, celebrating a graphic inventiveness generously provided to a largely 

unconcerned city. I imagine something like this is going on in most American 

cities. What Publico 's ephemera achieved was to convey the idea of a 

productive, entertaining, and resourceful community, restlessly inventing new 

premises for making and exhibiting art. It sustained the idea of a space for 

free play, where support for new ideas could always be relied on. The 

ephemera generated by these kinds of spaces mark a gallery's territory in the 

way that street sounds articulate and define a neighborhood, and as we move 

from one show, or press release, to another, the ephemerality of the previous 

publicity is ensured by the next. Their natural life is extremely short, and that 

instantaneity means that text and design are usually composed in an 

accelerated and inventive frame of mind. 



These pieces of ephemera from BANK and Publico tended to disappear as 

rapidly as they were distributed. Like most press releases and cards they 

were more likely to be discarded in the street than make it home. Material like 

this forms a kind of image/text tone murmuring an oblique or perverse 

commentary on the work shown in that gallery as well as on the world beyond. 

It's as if a gallery unconscious, constituting a kind of Greek chorus, offered an 

autonomous review of the main program. In the wider context of art 

ephemera, I think of this body of literature as an art-world id that, beyond its 

immediate serviceability, is suppressed or ignored by its professionally

oriented superego. As commentary this ephemera reveals both strategic and 

aesthetic intentions, which can be much harder to determine from rehearsed 

artist statements. BANK's faxback service got inside this unequal relationship 

of professional and unconscious discourses colliding one ephemeral 

expression into another. Galleries found their own press releases faxed back 

to them marked up with fanatical corrections and irritating comments, and 

scored out of ten for quality. 

These two spaces-BANK as a pessimistic utopia and Publico as an 

affirmative one-used print to define a territory of actions and to celebrate 

what each felt was great about being an artist in a community of practice. The 

remains of their printed ephemera reveal groups of artists realizing the 

maximum of what was possible in that time and place for an artist community. 

In the sense that there is nothing more, or better, that either could have done, 

these two groups proposed ideal models for future practice. In that kind of 

situation print provides the picture of future utopian artwork. 



Another way of reflecting on the print achievement of groups like BANK and 

Publico is to consider them as everyday practices framed by gallery life. 

Obviously they differ. From 1995 to 2003 (their respective moments of origin) 

there is a shift in emphasis from satirical and vehement reprises of avant

garde aesthetics to conceding the gallery as a field of introspective play, 

detached from obvious forms of external engagement. Writing in the late 70s 

Michel de Certeau articulated how ordinary activities like reading, watching tv, 

or walking in the city, are repeatedly and inadvertently reinvented by us, as 

users-not consumers-forming patterns of ephemeral creative acts that resist 

normative external, institutional controls. De Certeau's idea of covert 

resistance, embedded in everyday actions, should be measured against the 

kind of opposition that is typically valued more highly (certainly historically, but 

perhaps even now) : an overt, militant anti-institutional resistance that we 

inherit as a trope of avant-garde strategies. It's appropriate to consider De 

Certeau's "practice" articulated by our own navigations as artists, or artist 

spaces, in any locality, as we compose the irregular patterns of milieu, or 

planet, construction in the art world . Even our most intense engagements with 

that prganism are subversively inflected and dependent on ephemeral 

experiences and artifacts, invariably printed. 

These closing remarks from Stapledon effectively position those artist 

collaborations in a deeper idealistic history. 

"Certainly the relation between stars is perfectly social. It reminded me of the 

relation between the performers in an orchestra, but an orchestra composed 

of persons wholly intent on the common task. Possibly[ ... ] each star, 

executing its particular theme, is moved not only by the pure aesthetic[ ... ] 

motive but also by a will to afford its partners every legitimate opportunity for 

self-expression. If so, the life of each star is experienced not only as the 

perfect execution of formal beauty but also as the perfect expression of love." 

Olaf Stapledon, Star Maker 
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